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Abstract
In today’s world, a good command of more than two foreign languages is a commonplace necessity. However, this is not the case for the majority of language learners in Iran. The foreign languages which could be of any avail to them are neither close to Persian nor have any daily social usage. The present research aims at promoting this linguistic ability by improving the methods of simultaneous teaching of two foreign languages in Iran. Through studying the concept of bilingualism and acquiring a more profound insight into simultaneous teaching, a plan was designed for teaching 20 sessions of English and French to two groups: Group A comprised of beginner learners in both languages and Group B of intermediate learners in English who were beginners in French. Thirty-six participants took part in the project. Twelve were in the simultaneous classes and 24 in the Control Groups, assigned into four groups of six based on language proficiency levels. The following results were reached based on the average grades of the final exam and the placement tests (given both before and after the course). On the whole, Groups A and B obtained higher averages than the Control Groups. The findings of this study suggest that not only simultaneous learning is not an impeding factor but also it reinforces learning of the two languages. We hope that this research will be a first step towards a more extensive study on a national scale for Iranians and especially for children to be multilingual.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Introduction to the Problem
A general movement towards multilingualism has recently started throughout the whole world. The concept is not new in itself. What we are looking for, however, is simultaneous learning of two foreign languages for adults. In Europe, some remarkable projects, such as EuRom4 or Galatea, have been conceptualized for teaching simultaneous reading of several languages, all of which originated from Roman languages. Such projects have never been realized in Iran or other Asian countries.

Alongside English, Arabic has been taught in parallel in Iran schools for years. Students receiving their high school diploma, however, do not generally master either. Arabic is alphabetically and lexically near Persian, Iranian learners’ mother tongue, but the foreign languages like English, French, German, Spanish, which they wish to learn, are distant from Persian both in alphabet and structure. Therefore, the advantage of a shared root in European projects would be missing in our case. Although this is not a linguistic study, the need that these adults feel to follow extra courses in language institutes has encouraged us to find a way to make their learning more time-saving and fruitful, letting Iranians become acceptable polyglots in the near future. We believe that Iranian learners’ language learning capacities are high. By applying new efficient methods and approaches, simultaneous learning, though appearing to be implausible, can be developed successfully if scientifically planned.

To organize our study project, first we reviewed main language learning process features: neuro-linguistics and sociolinguistics studies, particularly in bi/multilingualism, as the closest notion to simultaneous learning and teaching, since simultaneous learning of more than one language is basically dealt with in such studies. Then, based on these, our project was designed mainly inspired by two recent articles by Germain & Netten (2011 &
2012), both dealing with EFL and FLE contributing researches into language skills development in language classes.

1.2 Qualitative vs. Quantitative

This research may be considered either as quantitative or qualitative by some, or perhaps neither by some other. We could not support, neither financially nor technically, a large number of participants, at least thirty according to quantitative study rules and ninety taking into account the control groups. Given large numbers, the quality of the course would be highly degraded; collaboration of more professional teachers and observers would have been required; the issues of place, time, study materials and the requisite expenses were all of concern, as well. Following qualitative rules, we could not work on more than 10 people; this, implying that in each class there must be no more than two students, again would not lead to satisfactory results since tutoring and public classes’ needs, outcomes and methods are far diverse. Thus, as we were eager to realize the project, we resolved to carry out the program for classes of ten students, similar to normal classes in Iran. Accordingly, our study has the two aspects, qualitative and quantitative in parallel.

1.3 Bi/Multilingualism and Intelligence, Age, Fluency & Code Shifting

Classification and definition of bilingualism vary between researches from mastery in both languages to the lowest understanding of either of the two languages. Balanced bilingualism is usually rare and many bilinguals are more competent in one language, called the dominant language. This dominance can have various reasons the most important of which are: culture, religion, economics, technology and education (Li Wei, 2000). These are both motivations for learning another language and mastering it through frequent use. The accepted definition in this article however is a level of linguistic knowledge which enables the speaker to communicate in both languages. In this definition, mistakes and errors, in structure, vocabulary or pronunciation not constituting an obstacle to communication, are considered as acceptable. Thus, fundamental concepts in bilingualism can stand as a solid base for designing the project of simultaneous teaching and learning of two languages.

If language is considered as the outcome of a general learning process, the individuals with moderate intellectual capacity should likewise face difficulties with language. This is not necessarily the case. There are on the other hand reports of extremely brilliant people who have language troubles (Mehler, Pallier, & Christophe, 1996). Therefore, learning a language, as many studies have shown, is not essentially directly related to that of intelligence and “given adequate environmental input, children normally acquire highly proficient spoken language without conscious effort or formal tuition” (Fisher & Scharff, 2009, p. 166). Language learning of an adult is nonetheless different from a child from a neurological point of view. It is now known that a second language belatedly and not perfectly learned retains a different cortical representation which adequately differs from that of the mother tongue (Mehler et al., 1996). Some bilinguals have shown more extensive activity along the left prefrontal cortex, which could be due to the level of L2 proficiency rather than to the age of acquisition (Muñoz & Singleton, 2011). An exception, however, is the study by Wartenburger et al. (2003) that examines late native-like bilinguals. Their study reports that these highly proficient bilinguals activate the prefrontal cortex more broadly. This can suggest that grammatical processing may be neurologically wired in. In regard to this grammatical processing, Abutalebi (2008), in his review of neuroimaging studies focusing also on lexicosemantic processing in bilinguals, records three styles of studies: “those that use an artificial grammar, those concerned with L1 processing (in particular with syntactic encoding for the characterization of the neural structures mediating grammar), and those focusing on grammatical processing in L1 and L2 in bilinguals” (2008: 466-478).

Overall, it can be concluded that findings of certain neuro-linguistic studies conducted in the 1990s (e.g. Weber-Fox & Neville, 1996; Kim et al., 1997) cannot offer conclusive confirmation regarding a critical language learning period. This can be mainly because relating modifications in brain activation patterns to alterations in L2 proficiency have been unsuccessful. Some recent studies have also revised the same issue, taking into consideration the apparent onset age, L2 proficiency and language use. Such studies which could fulfill this condition are too few to deduce worthy conclusions and extract applicable implications (Muñoz & Singleton, 2011). Therefore, it has been suggested that one can never perfectly master a second language which has been belatedly learned/acquired (age 10 or later), particularly with regards to pronunciation (Mehler et al., 1996). To put it differently, at least in non-instructional settings, early acquirers tend to end up indistinguishable from native speakers, whereas later acquirers do not (Muñoz & Singleton, 2011). If achieving mastery equal to natives is the main question here, Pavlenko & Lantolf (2000) advocate that, above anything else, late bilingualism gets initiated intentionally, that is people want to do it and this motivates them to reach a good level of proficiency. This might sometimes make it difficult to distinguish them from natives which they surprisingly try to avoid. In
this regard, Kinsella (2009) has reported that some of the native English speakers in her study lost their enthusiasm to become native-like in French, residing for a short time in France, and realized they could appreciate the advantages of being a foreigner.

There is again this well-documented belief that bilinguals generally manage a smaller vocabulary repertoire in each language than monolinguals do (Perani et al., 2003; Portocarrero, Burright, & Donovick, 2007). Their deficit in lexical access and retrieval perseveres with aging (Gollan et al., 2007). Although another study by Gollan et al. (2008) indicated that word frequency is directly related to the aging process, in that older bilinguals confirmed a smaller deficit for low-frequency words. We know that bilingual language production requires perpetual involvement of the executive control system to manage attention to the target language, and then it is possible that this experience enhances that system, making it more robust for other functions. Thus, in contrast to the negative effects of bilingualism found for vocabulary size and rapid lexical retrieval, bilingualism should have an advantageous effect on the function of executive control (Bialystok, 2008). The primary processes in the executive system are inhibition, shifting of mental sets (task switching or cognitive flexibility), and updating information in working memory (Miyake et al., 2000).

In fluent bilinguals who frequently speak two languages, both languages are active and available even when the other is being used (Kroll, Bobb, & Wodniecka, 2006; Kaushanskaya, & Marian, 2007). Such a condition creates the question of attention control, which distinctively concerns bilinguals—the needs to appropriately pick a form that meets all the criteria for form and meaning; this is, however, part of the target language and not the competing system.

The need to control attention to the target system in the context of an activated and competing system is the single feature that makes bilingual speech production most different from that of monolinguals and is at the same time responsible for both the cognitive and linguistic consequences of bilingualism. […] Across a wide range of studies investigating a variety of abilities, it is clear that bilingualism is an experience that has significant consequence for cognitive performance. (Bialystok, 2008, p. 3)

Besides, based on a study done by Bregy, Brohy & Fuchs (2000), it can be affirmed that bilingualism has no negative effects on the first language of the learner. That is learners achieve positive results in L2, which is comparable to monolingual learners.

However, there are certainly several forms of linguistic transference. We know that these phenomena are not necessarily limited to L1. That is, L2 can also intervene between L2 and L3, where the perception of a greater similarity is established between L1 and L3, which, according to Trévisiol (2006), means a certain level of L2 proficiency has been already reached. Odlin (2005) believes “whether or not learners can fully succeed in overcoming the influence of L1 (or perhaps L2 in the case of L3 acquisition)”, they can successfully use the foreign language. Moreover, such ability, may affect their mother tongue and “the use of their native language and perhaps [they] restructure somewhat their cognitive capacities” (Odlin, 2005, p. 17).

Borrowing words from already acquired languages happens at intermediate level when communicative pressure is too high in comparison to the knowledge, probably insufficiently appropriated: beginners therefore rely on L1 for functional words and on L2 for lexical words, while intermediate learners rather call their L2 for borrowing functional words (Trévisiol, 2006).

Muñoz (2006) in his study affirms that the translinguistic influence (loanwords and changes in code) is more frequent among incompetent students (Möhle, 1989; Ringbom, 1987; Poulisse, 1990; Navés et al., 2005). Similar results have also been reported that students with a higher skill level rely more on lexical transfers and code shifts, which is not to be noticed among high level students (Muñoz, 2006: 12). Such cases can be regarded as what Kellerman (1991) calls compensation strategies. The term is defined by Oxford as “overcoming limitations in speaking and writing” (1990, p. 17). Put the other way round, even when a learner recognizes a word, motivation may be too low to inspire him or her to use the correct form. However, not all results are consistent, since effective factors in transference are numerous. Such seemingly contradictory results obtained in research studies on the role of competence in linguistic influence may be partly the result of language mode (oral vs. written) as oral beginner language learners include more unintentional code switching than more advanced learners. (Poulisse & Bongaerts, 1994)

Through all these, we come to the conclusion that regarding age it is never late to start learning a new language and certain level of proficiency can be still achieved. Besides, there are some who wish not to be really native-like; if for some an acceptable bilingual is the one who masters two languages like a native for many the ability of communication is the criterion to be both appreciated and approved of. Question of transference and vocabulary size, however still discussed, has lost its importance and nowadays prominence is given to
communication abilities which are not greatly affected by foreign accent, mispronunciation or even sometimes improper word order or structure. This is not to say that we support incorrect language use but that it should not prevent us from learning more than one foreign language, insofar as mistakes do not disturb communication or appropriateness of language.

2. Methodology

Linguistic, neuro-linguistic, sociologic and sociolinguistic studies on people who learn and speak more than one language have been the focal point of this research, based on which we found out that so many factors can intervene in the formation of a multilingual person, and practically no research can definitely admit a fixed fact. Linguistic interference is however likely to occur more when the circumstances of learning two languages are very similar, especially in the current project, where the two languages, English and French, share a similar graphical and auditory close form, both quite far from learners’ maternal language, Persian. Physical and non-physical characteristics of people, the dominance of memory in each individual (auditory, visual …), personal and social interest, etc. are all important in successful learning, but this ideal course where all these personal, social, economic, etc. parameters are satisfied, seems to never meet the prerequisites to be realized.

2.1 Research Design

In this research, public language classes in institutes of Tehran, Iran were simulated, with the mere difference being simultaneous bilingual courses and also the presence of an observer who, to observe all courses, through chatting with learners, created friendships and could reduce any plausible negative effects to a minimum. To reduce interference effects as much as possible, under our limited budget, time and facilities, we tried to provide some central circumstances. Since the visual sense plays an important role in learning, many of these conditions involved visual memory such as classroom (spatial forms, different classes for each language), markers of different colors or even teacher’s gender.

2.2 Participants Characteristic, Sample Size

The notification of the project was shared in libraries and universities. Interested people could register online. Two days were assigned for interviews to determine their English level. Among applicants, twelve were admitted and classified for simultaneous learning, regarding language level and age (20-29 year old). For single-language classes, the normal procedure of language institutes’ placement test was followed with the same age group being considered. A total of thirty-six women and men participated in this project. Twelve learners followed simultaneous courses in two groups of six, grouped according to their level of English proficiency, into beginner (A) and intermediate (B). Twenty-four learners divided into four groups of six, followed either French or English courses to serve as Control Groups; their level of proficiency corresponded with one of the main Groups, A or B. They were all beginners in French.

2.3 Teaching Strategies

Based on communicative views in teaching/learning FLE/EFL and Germain and Netten studies (2011, 2012), two current and common textbooks in Iran were selected: American English file (2008) and Le nouveau taxi (2009).

2.3.1 French Course

Our approach was adapted in a way to suit Iranian learners’ needs. In this course, based on le Nouveau Taxi, conjugations of the verbs along with lists of vocabularies were provided, always in context. Persian was used to facilitate learning where it proved to be useful, such as in teaching possessive adjectives or conjugation. English, the first foreign language of our learners, which serves unconsciously as a model in learning a second foreign language, could be misleading in similar cases.

Producing dialogues was another technique to let learners use newly learnt items. For instance, when lists of professions, nationalities and countries were given, learners would create a new character for themselves like in a game and start comprehensive and sometimes funny conversations, and it was through this practice that they learnt their lessons.

We have profited from the cognates, that is similarities that exist between English and French in teaching items such as certain nouns (e.g.: university/ université, number/ nombre, etc.) or certain structures (e.g.: Quel est votre métier?/ what is your job?). In this regard, the French instructor should be fully aware of false-friends (faux amis), group of similar words in English and French whose meanings are totally different; here are some examples:

- Verb: [En.] support (=backing), [Fr.] supporter (= tolerate, stand),
Whiteboard markers were used in three colors to show feminine or masculine items of vocabulary and full sentences. This tactic has proved helpful in remembering gender, an essential part of the French language. In this respect, female students were seen to be more attentive.

2.3.2 English Course

In this course, based on the textbook *American English File*, grammar and vocabulary items were taught mainly through free discussions and question/answer activities, all centered on an authentic recent context. Learners were asked to write a paragraph or a three-paragraph article corresponding to their level every three sessions, three times in total. Listening activities were done based on the textbook in the class, but reading activities were assigned for home. The following session, exercises would be done following a friendly chat or debate on a subject chosen from that lesson. Whiteboard markers were used in three colors different from those used in the French classes to facilitate the way students needed to visually distinguish the two languages.

2.3.3 Instruments and Measures

We used three tests to determine learning level of our participants: First, we conducted a general English Cambridge placement test accompanied by an interview, twice before and after the classes, to see how their general knowledge in four skills (Speaking, Writing, Reading & Listening) has changed through the course. Second and third, a final English test and a final French test were taken to control learning through the course. The last two tests, developed directly from the manuals standard evaluations, were adapted to examine the selected parts.

3. Results

The results, out of 80, are presented in the following tables. Participants 1 to 6 were ordered randomly and the raw data of each person is presented to give a better clue to interested educators. Results are to be compared through the mean point.

- **Group A: En. Beginners**
  - *Group CA: Control Group of A*
- **Group B: En. Intermediate**
  - *Group CB: Control Group of B*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Group A – General English Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Group B – General English Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Group A – Final English Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Group B- Final English Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Group A – Final French Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>67.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>52.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Group B – Final French Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>69.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. All Groups- Final French Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>CB</th>
<th>A+B</th>
<th>CA+CB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>67.33</td>
<td>52.83</td>
<td>69.33</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>68.33</td>
<td>56.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results, pinpointed on the average grades of the final exams and the placement tests (given both before and after the course), with a difference of 8, corresponding to one tenth of whole being considered as meaningful, could be read as follows: unlike Group B, Group A did not exhibit a meaningful progress in the placement test. Although Group A performed meaningfully weaker in the English language compared to the Control Group, the difference is not however significant in beginner levels and teachers do not consider the average of 62 out of 80 very different from 70 out of 80 (personal communication to at least 5 professional teachers).

Group A has obtained better scores in French compared to Control Group A. The difference of 15 points shows that they have successfully surpassed the Control Group. Group B did not perform significantly different from the Control Group in English but significantly better in French. Group B achieved better results than Group A in French, but the difference was not meaningful. On the whole, Groups A and B obtained higher averages than the Control Groups.

4. Discussion

The necessity in the modern world of expertise in more than two foreign languages, which has turned out to be almost conventional in European communities, seems unexploited for language learners in Iran. Two of the most required foreign languages in Iran, English and French, are unfortunately of no social benefit nor are close to Persian – the mother tongue. This has made us try to encourage the development of linguistic knowledge through the methods of simultaneous teaching of two foreign languages. Having reflected deeply on simultaneous teaching, we developed 20-session classes of teaching English and French for two groups. This project, to our inquiries, is the first of this nature.

Based on the average grades of the final exams and the placement tests, the results confirm our main hypothesis that simultaneous language learning, if scientifically programmed, can be successful. Placement tests observations can be partly explained by the fact that in lower levels particularly beginners, after a period of ten sessions, we usually do not perceive noticeable improvements. But in intermediate levels, where students are more aware of their learning process, they can better grasp the information presented in the class. Therefore, we may not take this solely as a result of simultaneous learning environment.

Surprisingly better achievements of Group A in French compared to Control Group A, may be described through several reasons the most evident of which could be the enthusiasm and motivation they had in learning two languages simultaneously especially because they were considered equal to Group B who was of higher level in English and this gave them the courage to try more and learn better. This could also be that French was new to them and this freshness could double the effort and joy at the same time. The same reasons stand applicable for Group B since both shared the same conditions in French. In English, as discussed earlier, at intermediate levels, almost parallel progress is normally seen which is the case for our two groups. Since proficiency in the first foreign language could be considered as an influential asset in learning a second foreign language we expected...
that Group B performs better than Group A in French. The results however do not show a significant difference. Still we believe that Group B could spend less time studying and learning and so, the learning process was easier with Group B.

We could conclude that simultaneous learning not only does not act as a deterrent in learning languages but also can be a motivating factor which is the most important dynamic in a language class. Even so, we do not claim that our results could be applicable to all cases but firmly admit that this project can justly serve as a preliminary to such educational programs and serves as a base for larger studies of the same nature, including at least 100 participants, taking into consideration factors such as learners’ attitude, disposition, interaction, personality, personal life, mental occupations, gender, both teachers and students, mixed or unisex classes, and intensity of classes, intensive courses, numbers of sessions per week and alteration of each language.
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